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CHAPTER I
INTRQDUCT ION
Purpose of the Survey*
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The purpose of this survey

»

is to determine how widely used and closely followed is
the guidebook in the teaching of reading*
Reason for Interest*

The method in which reading is

taught in our public schools today is a highly controversial
I

subject*

Educators as well as lay people are quite concerned

as can be seen from the wealth of material published every
month in our leading magazines*

Why is it that more and

more of our students are reaching high school and college
age unable to read well enough to participate in their
classes?

In an attempt to counteract the situation, reme¬

dial reading classes have been set up in our grade schools
all over the country*

At the present time more and more of

these classes are being formed in our high schools and
colleges*
The author has always felt that if reading were
properly taught in the regular classroom, there would be no
need for these special classes*

Since it is obvious that

these classes are needed, we must assume that something is
drastically wrong in our methods of teaching in n ny of
our grade schools*

If

stressed in that grade.

Realising that this organised

program, set up by reading exports, could be the answer
to the problem, the author f It it would bo significant
*

to determine what value the average classroom teacher
plac ,-d on this guidebook, and to what extent mort teachers
u ed it*

fl£

ISM .Qul6clx>0k»

In this study the

term guidebook is u ed to refer to the dir ctions arid
suggestions includ d in the teacher1 a edition of the basic
reader*

In some series this book is referred to as the

manual*

this guid- book is most often a r< ction at the

beginning of a regular basic reader although some companies
publish the© in a

eparato book*

The guidebook usually

states the educational philosophy of the reading series
and gives a complete sot of directions to b

used in the

development of oach phase of the reading lesson*
BsLog I&alaac 2£ ALa&aS

In a speech given
%

at the Univ rsity of Chicago Conference in R ading,

filllam

*

Gray states that, M . • • prior to 1900 the problems of teach¬
ing reading were dofin d largely in tbnas of the steps
essential in developing good oral reading.1,1

*Gray, William S. University $£
flLJtoafttofi -Mi-ts M-tetetiim M.
University of Chicago Press, 19W), pp.

At tills time

emphasis in reading instruction centered largely on
the mechanics of word recognition.

This emphasis seems

logical at this point in our history.

Most children

of that time were taught reading in order to enable
them to read the Bible on Sundays and at family
gatherings.
method.

They were taught to read by the ABC

This method, which had been used since time

immemorial, was based on the theory that the single
letter is the unit of recognition and that the natural
sequence was from letter, to word, to sentence.

For

generations this assumption was not challenged.

While

this method did develop some facility in spelling and
encouraged forward movement of the eye, it was highly
mechanical, developed short recognition span, and produced
slow, laborious reading#
During the last quarter of the nineteenth century
experimentation and scientific method in research evoked
a questioning attitude toward the traditional procedures.
In rapid succession, new methods of instruction were intro
duced.

From the Gestalt school of psychology the word

method was developed.

This method offered immediate

success, increased speed, and lengthened the eye span.
However, this method provided no means for distingushing
between words which were similar in structure or for

6
deciph ring new words.

This method broke down when the

memory was filled to capacity.
From the word method there developed the phonetic
method.

This method was systematic, helpful in spelling,

and conducive to independence.

This method, however, was

like the ABC method in that it was a slow, labored process.
It neglected the thought process and was helpless in deal¬
ing with words not phonetic in structure.
Around 1915 the sentence and story method had its
beginning.

This method emphasized meaning and interest

in reading, but it lacked scientific vocabulary control*
It led to an ovrdep end cnee on context clues and memory
2
reading and to word guessing.
After the story method came the experience or activity
method.

Here again the emphasis was placed on meaning.

It

provided for a well-integrated program, and offered excellent
opportunity for teacher and pupil initiative.
too, had serious drawbacks.

This method,

It provided for little or no

vocabulary control, encouraged memory reading, and offered
no method of word attack.

^Jones, Daisy Marvel. "Patterns of Basic Instruction
in Readings Their Advantages and Limitations” University
of Chicago Conference on Reading, pp 23-27.
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The intrinsic method appears to be the next
method which was commonly used*

In this method the

whole word was recognized p *ior to its component parts*
The intrinsic method of developing phonetic
and related abilities consists in providing a
number of exercises which requires the child to
use both context clues and word-form clues simul¬
taneously* These exercises introduce a relatively
large number of different phonograms and requires
the discrimination of many words which are similar
in letter arrangement, sound units, and general
configuration.3
In our teaching today we are attempting to take the
best from each of these methods and to avoid, if possible,
the disadvantages of all.

Host systems today have either

an intensive or extensive program.

If the intensive

program be followed, one basic text is u ;ed.

Although this

type of program allows little enrichment for the mentally
alert pupil, its lower vocabulary load docs have advantages
for the slower learner.

When this program is supplemented

vrith wide library reading it is considered to be quite
satisfacto y.
In systems where the extensive program is followed, the
children read many texts at the same level before going on.
This p ogram gives the child a broader background, teaches
him to take a research attitude*toward reading, encourages

^Gates, A. I. Interest and Ability in R adlng (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1930), p 209*

8
him to think of books as references and source materials
rather than as texts which give the answers.

Unless this

program be carefully organized it can lead to confusion.
In some places this program is pursued so completely
that all children are reading from single copies of
library-type materials or story readers.

Only an extremely

accomplished teacher can use this method successfully.
Brief History of the Heading Textbook in the United
■StHtos.

The New I&irrland Primepublished about 1683, seems

to be the first reading textbook published in this country#
Host editions of the book were oblong in shape, usually
inches by

inches.

The book started with the

alphabet and then proceeded to lists of words which the
child learned to sound.

It also contained the Lord's

Prayer, the Creed and finally the famous couplets.
back of the book we e many sentences from the Bible.

In the
The

printing in this book was extremely fine and the illustrations,
which accompanied the couplets, although many and varied,
were taxing to the eye.
As a supplement to the New dnaland Primer, the hornbooks
were often used.

These were not really books, but consisted

of a short-handled paddle four or five inches by two inches

9
in size*

Metal strips were placed around three sides

of the paddle leaving one side open so various pages
could be slipped in and out as certain lessons were
learned.

Prom the hornbook, the student learned the

alphabet in small and capital letters and the Lord’s
Prayer.

It is believed that all the hornbooks used in

this country were imported from England where they were
quite popular at that time.

k

t

At this same period in th : history of our country
girls were taught the alphabet but little else in the
way of forrmal education.

A girl embroidered the alphabet,

excerpts from the Bible, her name, her age, and the date on
samplers.
w

In 1790 the American Spelling BookT commonly known as
the Blue-back Speller, was published.
C

*

This book was one of
w

the most influential texts this country has known.

While

supporting his family from the profits received foom the
sale of this book, Noah Webster started work on his famous
dictiona y.
Lionel Cobb is accredited with compiling the first
set of carefully graded readers in this country.
Ll

^ Smith, Nila Ban ton. A Historical Analysis of
American Heading Instruction (New York: Silver, Burdett,
and Company, 193^)
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William Holmes McGuffey’3 Eclectic Readers were the
most popular of the graded series prominent at this
time.

From 1836 - 1920 it is estimated that more

than 122,000,000 copies of these books were sold.

McGuffey

emphasized commendable character traits, and threatened
the wrong-doer with dire punishment.
The Ward Readers, published in 189^ by Silver, Rurdett
and Company, were printed in a more readable type.

Those

books stressed the significance of sight vocabulary before
attempting phonetic analysis.

They wore popular, but

never became as widely used as the McGuffey series.
History of the Guidebook.

Guidebooks to accompany

the basic reading series have been in existence for some
time.

This is indicated in a letter received from Mildred

Tromp, Assistant Elementary Division Editor of the American
Book Company.

In her letter she states:

We know that when this company was founded in 1890
and took over the publication of the famous old
McGuffey1s Eclectic R aders, there was already in
existence (probably dating rrom ten years or so
earlier) a very simplified, abbreviated kind of
teachers’ guide to certain parts of these readers.
This guide was listed in the catalogs of houses selling
the McGuffey’s Readers. Since that time, no reading
series have been published for forty years or more that
did not include a teachers’ manual as an integral
part of its program. We are sure that this is true
of reading textbooks in general as well as of our
own.'

'Tromp, Mildred. Assistant Elementary Division Editor,
/onericon Book Company, letter dated March 0, 1958.
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Although guidebooks have been in existence for some
time, they have undergone a groat many revisi ns since
the beginning of World War II.

Helena Hyde, Editor of the

Elementary Dcpa tment at D. C. Heath and Company explains
these changes in a letter in which she states:
Teachers1 manuals have been an integral part of the
Heading for Interest Series since its original publication
in I9V2. However, 'in the J?irst revision of the series,
the manuals were expanded to provide more detailed
suggestions for teaching each lesson. At a time when
classes were becoming larger and a number of inexperienced
teachers were entering the schools, it was felt that the
teachers* manuals should give more detailed assistance
than they had previously.6
Cost of the Guidebook.

Because the cost of the guide¬

book varies considerably depending on the length of the
book and the number of illustrations, it was impossible
to secure a definite figure.

All companies agreed that

the guidebooks ’were extremely expensive to produce, but
most companies were not willing to state any definite price*
Marion A. Anderson whose work includes the planning and
supervision of the teachers* manuals for Ginn and Company
did, however, make this statement about the cost:
Our reading manuals are comprehensive and
consequently quite long. Each of them costs sevo al

°Hyde, Heleanf Editor, Elementary Department,
D. C. Heath and Company, letter d ted February 27, 19%.
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thousand dollars for plates alone. The cost of
printing and binding is an additional expense.
The exact figures av,e not available for general
distribution, but I can say the manuals are an
expensive part of the total program.'7
L, S. Hance from the John C. Winston Company
offered this information in a letter, "Manuals cost
anywhere from 20# each to §1.65 to produce depending on
the kind",0

At the University of Chicago Conference on

Heading Philip A. Knowlton made this statement, "A new
set of elementa y readers today costs its publishers
initially anywhere f-om $150,000 to $500,000 to produce"
Value Placed on Guidebook by Leading Educators.

In

making this study it was felt that the opinion of leading
educators would bo of value in placing the guidebook in
its proper perspective in relation to the total reading
program,

William Kottymoyer in speaking at the University

of Chicago Conference on Heading had this to say about the
guidebook:
The notion that the great majority of teachers
of reading need only stimulating children^ books

7Anderson, Marion A. Supervisor of Manual, Ginn and
Company, letter dated March 1, 1956.
^Hance, L. S, The John C, Winston Company, letter
dated April 3, 1956,
%nowlton, Philip A. "Basic Texts and Materials"
University of Chicago^ Conference on Heading - Basic
ins z rue txoifTrT'S ad nig T' "p. 96
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and their own ingenuity in order to turn out competent
and enthusiastic educational products is a pleasant one but is Just not tme. Too many teachers do not read
the guidebooks. And probably the most reasonable and
practical guidance for the efficient conduct of reading
programs appears in these teachers* manuals • •
It was at the same reading conference that Martha J.
Cott ’ell made the statement:
At the heart of the basic reading program is the
manual through which the philosophy underlying the
series is interpreted to the teacher ... While the
teacher follows the manual, she goes beyond it as her
group, her resources, her enthusiasm and her purpose
demand.11
E. W. Dolch also attaches a great deal of importance
to the guidebook.

He says:

A basic reader is really one part of a 1 system
for teaching reading*. This * system* includes the
basic books themselves, the work-books that go with
them, and the teacher*s manual which tells what to
do with the textbooks, what to do with the work-book,
and also tells all the other activities a teacher
should go through in orde* to do a complete Job of
teaching reading. Consideration of any basic series
should, therefore, include a study of the three -the
textbook, the work-book, and the manual. If such a
study were made? it might well be found that the most
important item is the method in the teachers* manual
togethe with all^the accompanying suggestions for
teaching reading. ^

lOjCottymeyor. William. "Criteria of a Sound Program
of Basic Instruction in Reading11, University of Chicago
Conference on Reading Basic Instruction in Reading, p. 22.
^•Cottrell, Martha J. "Essential Instruction for Basic
Instruction in Reading", University of Chicago Conference on
Basic Instructions in R jading. 109.' ™ — * ~ ~
-^Dolch, Edward W. Teaching Primary Reading (Champaign,
Illinois: The Garrard Press, 192?) p. 319•

rmmett A, Betts in Foundations of Reading Instruction
says:
Host teachers* manuals or guides are well
written and contain a wealth of suggestions for
teachers using basal textbooks* In so far as she
observes basic principles of learning. the teacher
should feel free to modify the suggestions and to
capitalize on h r own enthusiasm ^resourcefulness,
and imagination. ^
Gerald A* Yoakham also attaches great significance
to the manual in his statement:
The manuals for teachers which accompany basal
reade 3 are of great value to the beginning teacher
and of use to experienced teache s in learning to
us the basal materials for the purposes for which
they were designed* These manuals should be egarded
as sources of valuable ideas and suggestions ather
,
than as books to be followed slavishly by the t acher.-^
Philip A* Khowlton at the University of Chicago
Conference on Reading h s this to say in comparing
teacher-made devices to the following of the outline
ecommended in the manual:
For exceptionally talented and resourceful
teachers with exceptionally small classes the
textbook may not be indispensable* The great
question, of course, is whether the theoretical
possibility of more intimate adaption of specially
c"rated teaching materials to the needs of
individual pupils offsets the practical and
inescapable fact that published r aders are made

13Betts, iiamett A* Foundations of R ading Instruct ion
(New York: American Book Company, 1950; , p* 757*
^'Yoakham, Gerald A. Basal Reading Ins true tion (New York:
KcGraw Hill Book Company, Inc*, 19!?!?)$ p* 2o£.
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by experts and are the product of vast expenditures
of labor and money, whereas most improvised mate ials
have merit only as Judged by the complacency of their
pe petrators.^*?
Paul McKee and others in stating the purpose and
aims of the guidebook to accompany ■.71th Jack and Janet
makes these very strong statements:
Somewhat as an engineers* blueprints provide
clea ’ and adequate directions for the building of a
great bridge with nothing omitted from their
specifications, the teachers* editions give detailed
guidance for each and every piece of teaching that
is essential to sound instruction in reading.
Furthermore, with the teaching activities arranged
step by step in sequence according to the needs and
lea ning difficulties of pupils, the teachers
editions present a thoroughly organized and delicately
integrated guide to successful inst uctions in reading.
As a guide the teachers* edition omitsnothing.
Failure to pay close attention to thei" content and
to do the teaching Jobs in the sequences recommended
will result in inferior achievement by pupils. Such
failures will lead to teaching that is inadequate
because some of the essential in t uctional activities
will not be car ied on, to inst uction that is confusing
because it presents too many new difficulties at the
same time or in the wrong o’der and to actual mis¬
representation of and lack of p actice in skills that
are essential to the pupils’ balanced and continuous
growth in the powe to ^ead. It must be remembered
that the best results to be achieved through the use
of Heading for Me ninn can come only by using the
readers, tlhe manual pages, the workbook, and other
supplementary materials in the way they are intended
to be used and that this way is clearly and completely
described by the contents of the manual pages.

^Knowlton, Philip A. "Basic Text and Materials,”
University of Chicago Conference on Heading Basic Instruction
in Heading r~*p. 93.
x McKee, Paul and others. Teacher * s Manual for .71 th Jack
and Jan t (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, ±9 5 c), PP*
•
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William S. Gray stresses the necessity for a
systematic approach to the teaching of reading in the
opening pages of the guidebook to accompany The lieu Streets
and Hoads when he says, "Each Child follows his own
•

•

»

0

0

*

.0

particular time table for growth in any area#

But for

all children, first steps must come first and no stage
of growth can be omitted along the way#
Among some of the other outstanding people in the
field of reading who have spoken out in favor of following
the guidebook are Guy L* Bond, Eva Bond Wagner, Mabel
0*Donnell, and David H# Russell#
Although she would probably not be counted among
the outstanding leaders in the field of reading, a
sixth grade teacher with more than ten years1 experience
made this comment on her questionnaire:
For the first two years I taught, I had no
guidebook# When I finally did get one I was
shocked to realize how poor my teaching had been how little I was actually doing with the material
compared to what I should have been doing with it#
These comments, in the opinion of the author offer
strong support to the school of thought which favors
the following of the guidebook#

If these people,

having spent years in studying the way in which
children learn, believe there is value in following the
outline set up by the authors, it seems only reasonable to

•**?Gray, William S# and others# Guidebook to
Accompany the How Streets and Roads (Chic -'go: - Scott,
Foresman and Company, 19^2) , 'p# -J>#
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to asstime that the ordinary classroom teacher, lacking
the advantage of these years of study, faced with larger
and large* classes, and constantly pressed for time,
would be more than willing to accept any help which
could be obtained from the guidebook.
Value Placed on Guidebook by Publishers.
publishers who w

All

e contacted in this survey agreed

that the guid^ book was of gr. at importance in the
selling of their series.

L. S. Hone

Kinston Company had this to say:

of the John C.

HWe feel the

guidebook is of great impo tance and becoming more so
as there s.

i ft

more and mo e inexperienced teachers* .°

Mary Clint Irion, reading editor of the Macmlllian
Company made this statement in her lette :
We can assur you that the teache 's manual
is essential to the effective u e of the basal
reading series; that teachers demand a good
manual and use it; and that we revise our
manuals frequently in response to changing
curriculum patterns and to increasing knowledge
of how children 1' arn.1'
In discussing the importance attached to the
guidebook by the publishers, John Freeman, Manager
of the educational department at the Houghton,
Mifflin Company says:

2-%ance, L. S* The John C. Winston Company, letter
dated April 3, 1956.
Virion, Mary Clint. Reading iHditor, The MacMillian
Company, lette Dated February 2*f, 1956.
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Our authors and editors consider it of
extreme importance that such a technical subject
as reading have an efficient and workable
teacher's guide to the reading series. Such a
teacher*s guide not only helps to an understanding
of the author*s philosophy and recommended tech¬
nique but, if it is well done, it saves the teacher
a great deal of time in preparation and class use.
It is our feeling that this time can be used in
working with the individual pupils • • • • 0
Helean Hyde, Editor of the Elementary Department at
the D. C. Heath and Company, publishers, says that
although their company has not done any real research to
determine the value of following the guidebook in teaching
reading, their company feels that:
Following the guidebook is of great value. One
very important reason is that teaching reading consists
mainly of developing a number of different skills in
word recognition and in comprehension, and it is In the
guidebook that the skills program may be found. This
program has been carefully worked out by the authors
so that the skills.are presented gradually and in
logical sequence. 1
They feel that the guidebooks are vey important in
the selling of their reeding series because, "Teachers are
taking an increasingly active part in the : election of text¬
books, and teachers want not only good texts but also good
guidebooks".22

^Freeman, John, Manager. Educational Department,
Houghton
ton Mifflin Company, letter dated February 23, 1956*
23-Hyde, Helean, Editor, Elementary Department, D. C.
Heath and Company, letter dated February 27, 1956
22Ibid.
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It was learned from Marion A. Anderson of Ginn
and Company that they feel that, t!The manual is
essential to the selling of not only our reading
series but of all our elementary books#

As a matter

of fact, she says, "The teachers manual is becoming
increasingly important at the high school level#"23
Miss Anderson further states:
Because manuals are considered to be
important, neither time nor expense is
spared in their preparation. You may be
interested that we find that manuals are used
much more extensively than was the case several
years ago*2?
Walter Brackman, Editor in Chief of How, Peterson
and Company maker this statement:
Our company has not done any controlled
research in determining the value of following
the guidebook in teaching reading* Many teachers
have told us how valuable the guidebooks are*
Some of them, acco ding to their statements,
knew nothing about the teaching of reading when
they began* The guidebook enabled them to do
what their school and parents regarded as a
successful job*2?
He goes on to say:
We feel that the guidebook is most important in
connection with the reading series* The instructional
program is there rathe than in the textbooks themselves*

23Anderson , Marion A* Supervisor of Manual, Ginn
and Company| letter dated March 1, 1956#
2*+rbid.
2?Brackman. Walter* Editor in Chief, How, Peterson
and Company, letter dated March 13, 1956#
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Even teachers who are ingenious might find it wire
to read the guidebook to find out what the
philosophy of that pa;rticular publisher is,26
Recent Developments in the Teaching of Reading,
•

.f

•’

*

.

t

U

4

*

■

I

*

•

*

At

*

one time it was thought that children learned to read in
the first three grades and that, after that, they read
to learn*

This attitude was shorn in the fact that

publishing companies published basic reading books
only through the sixth grade*

Today, however, we

realize that systematic instruction in reading should
continue up through the eighth grade*

V/e often find

classes in reading held in the high schools and even
in colleges*
At one time teachers in the high schools looked down
on anyone who taught the primary grades, believing the
subject matter taught at the high school level to be far
more important than the teaching of reading*

This

attitude p-obably developed from the fact that higher
standards were ret for teaching in the high schools and
conrequently there was a considerable difference in
salary*

Our whole new philosophy in reading today

is shown by the numbers of high school teachers who
are found to be taking

courses in the teaching of

reading,

^Brackman, Walter, Editor in Chief, Row,Peterson
Peterson and Company, letter dated Ma ch 13, 1956*
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Within the past twenty-five years all the basic
reading series have introduced the pre-primBrs#

These

gene ally come in sets of three paper-covered books
which introduce many of the words found at tho
beginning of the prime

of that particular series#

In these books the greate
in the pictures.

pa t of the story is told

The new words are introduced so

gradually that the child has a much betto ■ chance of
meeting success in beginning reading#
One of the new series even goes so far as to
recogniz

the pa tial loss of reading skills during

the summer vacation#

This series provides a reading

readiness textbook to be used at the beginning of
the second and third g ade to comp nsate for these
losses#
Another company provides a book written below
the level of the basic text which can be used for
the slower lea ning children in the class#

This

book contains the same stories, approximately the
same vocabulary, but is written in a much more simple
style.

This series provides an exc llent opportunity

for working with the class as a whole during part of
the reading period#

Another series is providing film strips to go along
with each story in the series in the primary grades.
Public Intcre-t in |education.

During recent years

the public schools of the United States have met with a
great deal of criticism.

Employers all ove * the country

are complaining about the unpreparedness of our high
school graduates.

Colleges have been forced to s t up

remedial reading classes for incoming freshmen of high
intelligence.
thes

After twelv

years in our public schools,

young men and women ar

unable to read with

nough

comprehension and at a sufficient rate of speed to keep
up with their daily assignments.
schools failing?

At vAiat point are our

What can wc, as educators, do to remedy

this situation?
Rudolph Flesch, in his recent best-s<ller, Why Johnny
Canyt Read, came up with an idea which seemed to be
the answe

for many people.

He feels that the schools

are failing in the teaching of r ading because of their
neglect to teach phonics.

He says in part, ”There is only

one way to teach reading and all our schools obstinately
persist in using another method that docm11 work”• ^

^Flesch, Rudolph. Vihy Johnny Cantt Read (New York?
Harper and Brothers, 1955')", P* ^3*
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He claims that th

children in school today are taught

“Word guessing" rather than reading.

Flesch offers this

suggestion to parents:
By far the best thing you can do is to teach
your child to read before ho ever gets into the
habit of word guessing. My advice is, teach your 0
child, yourself, how to read - at the age of five,2°
Although any educator should know how unfounded
were Flesch*s claims,

ihy Johnny Can11 Head did cause

a gr at stir among many parents whos

children we e

having difficulty in learning to road.
th

Some parents in

vicinity of Salt Lake City we e so arou od that:
A newspaper in that city commissioned a Utah
educator to p epare an instructive series which
relied heavily on phonics. The parents began
using thes daily lesson plans. Educators in turn
criticized this series for not co-ordinating it
with the methods actually used in the classroom.29
The numerous books and magazine articles dealing with

education published each year indicate a continuing
interest on the part of th
behind th

peopl

in what is happening

doors of our public schools.

The Public School

Scandal by Earl Conrad, parent and journalist, points out
sonr of the shocking deficiencies in the public schools in
Hew York City.

He says, in effect, that Hew York, heart

of the world1s wealth, has three hund ed fifty people
employed in the Bur au of Attendance to patrol the

Harper and Brothe s, i955TTp7W —29«Big Row over Reading,” Life, 39257-8, October 31> 195?#
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the youth of the city, yet does not have half that
many remedial reading teachers o

guidance workers.^

In a Life Magazine article, "Why Do Students Bog
Down on the First P"3i a citiz lis^ommitte

from

Fairfield, Connecticut report their findings after
inspecting the schools in that vicinity.

The group

c iticizes the textbooks being used as well as the
theory of having child en p ogess at thei

own rate.

They feel that valuable time is being lost because of
this system.
The following magazine articles offer suggestions
to parents interested in improving a child*s reading
ability:

"If your Child Can*t Head" by J. Morrison32 and

3cConrad. Ha 1. The Public School Scandal (New York
The John Day Company, 19^1), p. llV#

•«

"Help Your Child Lea n to Head" by B. Feder.^3

33-He sey, J. "Why Do Students Bog Down on the First H,"
Life, 36: 136-40, May 24, 1954.

32Morrison, J. "If Your Child Can*t Read," McCall«
80:

14, October, 1952.

33peder, B. "Help Your Child Learn to Head," The
Womans Home Companion.

82:

26, March, 1955.

2?
Other articles such as "Reading Failure:

A

Warning Signal"^1* by narrower and "The Magic in Room 136"
by J* L. Block point out relationships between failure in
reading and delinquency.
Tlie articles mentioned here are but a sampling
of those which have appeared recently in the leading
magazines*

Many newspapers too, have been bringing to

the attention of the public the problems being faced
by public school teachers and administrators*

narrower9 M* "Reading Failure; A Warning Signal,"
Womans Home Companion. 32: 43, July, 1955*
35siock, j# L* "The Magic in Room 136", Womans Home
Companion. o2: 43, July 1955*
>
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CHAPTER II
METHOD OF PROCEDURE

CHAPTER II
METHOD OF PROCEDURE
Problem Defined*

The importance of following some

definite system in the teaching of reading seems to be
well established*

She guidebook is set up in such a way

that all skills nccess ry to intelligent reading are
introduced and developed systematically*

Since these

manuals are prepared by reading experts, it seems
reasonable that classroom teachers would be wise to
use them*

The purpose of this survey is to det rmino

to what extent the classroom teacher does follow the
guidebook and to discover why some teachers ignore this
available material*
%

Review of Research in This Field*

The Journal

of Educational Research was checked for the past
ten years*

Accord!ng to their records, no research

to determine the extent to itfiich the guidebook was
used has been undertaken*
Limitations of the Survey*
has some obvious limitations*

A survey of this type
All teachers will be
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asked whether or not they feel satisfied with the
results of their teaching of reading*

It must be recognized

that some of the best teachers will be most critical of
their achievements*

Many of the poorer teachers may be

willing to accept the fact that the e are some poor
readers in every class*

They may feel that the e is

nothing they can do so they assume their results are
satisfactory*
The number of questionnaires returned will be from
only a small proportion of the teachers in the area*
Pe haps it will be the poorer teache s and the ones
who are not satisfied with the results of their
reading prog ams who will not return the questionnaires*
The possibi ity also exists that the superintendents,
upon receiving the questionnaires, will distribute
them to the better teache s in the system*

If this

were to happen, the results obtained would not give
a true picture of the teaching that is going on in
the average classroom*
Materials and Subjects*

Questionnaires were

sent to two hundred and fifty teachers in the surrounding
a ea who teach grade one through six*
also sent to th*

publishers of

Letters were

eading textbooks
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to obtain their opinions of the importance of the
guidebook to the total reading program*
Dev-;.loping the .uc f tionnaire.

Upon considering

various methods of reaching the two hundred and fifty class¬
room teachers, the author decided a questionnaire would be
the most satisfactory#

Realizing that teachers are already

overburdened with cle ical work, a ve y simple,
check-sheet type of survey seemed best#

A sample

of the questionnaire used may be found on page

of

the appendix#
The first three questions (1) grade or grades taught,
(2) years experience, (3) educational background were
asked to determine the general background of the subjects.
Checking the

espouses on these first three items as the

questionnaires were returned insured a more even distribution
in all three categories#
The responses on the next two questions:

(b) MDo

you enjoy teaching reading?” and (5) Are you on the
whole satisfied with the results of your reading program?”
were used to dete mine the subject's attitude towards the
reading program#

question (6) ”Are your children strong in

independent word analysis?” and (7) "Are your children strong
in the locational skills?” were used to check on questions

30
(?)

"Are you on the whole satisfied with the results of

your reading program?"

Questions eight, nine and

ten were all on grouping children for reading
instruction,
guestion (11)

"Do you feel it is necessary to

follow the guidebook in the teaching of reading - always,
sometimes, or neve:*?"

was inserted to dete mine

the extent to which the subject uses the guidebook,
question twelve checked wheithe • or not the subject
felt it was more important to use the guidebook
v/ith some groups than with others - superior, ave age,
or slow students.

Question thirteen was planned to

check which parts of the guidebook we e referred to
most often and which were considered of least
importance.

Questions fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen

were intended to dete mine the expe ience and
educational background of those teachers who felt
the need for the guidebook most.

On question

seventeen the subjects whge asked to check the
reasons why they did not use all parts of the guide¬
book,

On question eighteen the subjects we e Requested to

list ways in which the guidebook might be improved,
Mothods of Procedure,

Letters were sent to all

the large publishing companies to secure information on the
compiling and publishing of the guidebooks,

A copy of this
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JUttc

may h

found on page

Upon completion of th

54

of tho appendix*

qustlonnairo two hundred and

fifty copies urt >c 2 out to supe intend on ts in surrounding
towns*

Self-odd1 eased envelopes wo *e enclosed for the

returns*

It was necessary to attach a letter to each

questionnaire to explain tho purpos

of th

survey.

Sepa ate lotto s wo e rent to each sup

intend cut*

of tli

49 and

letters may b

found on pag

Copies

53 0f th

appendix*
As some replies we -e recriv &, moe w?r sent to
oth

towns to insure th

At the final count on
returned, of th

.-:tu n of at least on

hundred*

hundred fortywslx questionnai"es we a

two hundred and fifty rent out*

represents a rettt n of 58*4- per cent*
sent to Ache at, Belcher town ,

This

Questionnaires wo e

/are, Ludlow, Holyoke,

Ho ihampton, South Hadley, Mon son,

filbrahaia, Agawam,

Bart Hartford md West Hartford, Connecticut*

Friends

f om Sp in-field, N w B dford, Lynn and Bridgeport,
Connecticut also helped by distributing these questionnaires
in their respective, school systems*
Oho results of the questionnaire will bo found
in Chapter III*

CHAPTER III
SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS

CHAPTER III
SUMMARY OF

STIONNAIRS RESULTS

The guidebook contains complete directions for
introducing the reading skills in a logical orde .

Many

lessons are planned to give practice in these skills
before something new is int oduced.

/hen every lesson

is followed completely, the child receives a sound
foundation in all the essential reading skills.
This is the way it is intended that the guidebook
be used.

An occasional lesson from the guidebook

will result in little or no learning and may, in
fact, cause much confusion#

Therefo e, in summarizing

the results of this questionnaire, those teache s who
indicate that they "sometimes11 use the guidebook
will be conside ed as not using it#
One hundred forty-six of the two hundred
fifty questionnaires sent out were returned#

This

number represents a *etu n of 58A per cent.

On the

one hundred forty-six returned questionnaires
sixty-three teachers indicated that they always
used the guidebook, eighty-two stated that they
used the guidebook "sometimes", while one of the
subjects reported that she neve * consulted it.
this group we find that ^3.2 pe * cent use the
guidebook while 56.8 per cend do not use it.

In
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Table I indicates the years of experience and
the grades now being taught by the one hundred
forty-six subjects included in this study.

As can

be seen from the table the subjects in this
study include a good random sampling of our present
day teachers#
TABLE

I

YEARS EXPERIENCE OF AND GRADES TAUGHT
BY THE SUBJECTS

One

Two

Throe

Four

Five

Six

First Year

0

3

3

b

2

2

1

15

Two to five

6

6

10

5

7

11

0

^5

Six to ten

9

0

2

3

5

2

2

23

More than ten

10

1?

15

10

8

5

5

63

Total

25

19

30

22

22

20

Grades

♦Combination grades

Comb

8

Total

l*+6
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Table II shows the years of experience and
the educational background of the subjects•

It

is interesting to note that there were no returns
from persons holding a bachelor of science or arts
degree in something othe^ than education without
having had education courses*

TABLE II
YEARS EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATIONAL
BACKGROUND OF SUBJECTS

Experience

’ First' Two
to
Year
Five

Six
to
Ten

Ovet
Ten

Total

0

2

1

30

33

B. S. in Education

11

27

15

21

74

B* A. or B* S. not
Education

0

0

0

0

0

B. A. (Not Education)
plus Ed* Courses

4

12

2

4

22

Haste s or Six Years

0

4

5

8

17

15

4?

23

63

146

Normal School

Total

Figure I shows the percentage of teachers
in each grade who use the guidebook.

Third grade

teachers and teache s of combination grades used
the guidebook most often, while the teachers in grade
one end six used it least often.

From these figures

it would be impossible to state that one group
used the guidebook more than another.

FIGURE I
U3E OF THE GUID BOOK
BY GRADES

Figure II shows the pe centage of teachers
using the guidebook according to their teaching
experience.

Here it is interesting to note that the

teache s with more than ten years experience use
the guidebook most often.

First year teach rs

were next while teachers with from six to ten
years experience used the guidebook least often.

FIGURE II
USE OF TH7: QUID'-'BOOK ACCORDING
TO YEARS EXPERIENCE

Figure III shows the pe centage of teachers
using the guidebook according to their educational
background.

Those who graduated from normal schools

ranked highest (58 per cent) with people holding
masters' degrees next (47 per cent)..

Those people

who have degrees (other than educational) and have
taken education courses used the guidebook least
often (32 per cent).

FIGURE III
USE OF GUIDEBOOK ACCORDING TO
EDUCATIONAL BACKS' OUND
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Do you enjoy the teaching of reading?
Those who use guidebook
98 per cent

Those who do not ure guidebook
89 per cent

Are you on the whole satisfied with the results of your
reading program?

(Yes)

Use guidebook
76 per cent

Do not ure guidebook
70 per cent

Are your students strong in independent word analysis? (Yes)
Use guidebook
67 per cent

Do not use guidebook
50 per cent

Are your students strong in the locational skills?
Use guidebook
63 per cent

Do not use guidebook
59 per cent

(Yes)

4c
There was only one teacher who felt it was
not necessary to group children for Beading instruction.
Sixty-eight per cent of the subjects

had three reading

groups, while twenty-four per cent had four reading
groups*

Sixty-four per cent of the teachers said all

their groups were reading from the same series.

In

answer to this question, many teachers stated that not
enough books on different levels were available, so they
were forced to use different series#
Some teachers felt the use of the guidebook
was more important for some groups than for others#

Superior pupils

22 per cent

Average

w
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,f

*

Slow

"

4l

H

"

In checking to determine which parts of the
guidebook were most frequently usedf it was found
that the part called "prepa ation for reading” was
used most frequently (3'h* per cent)*

This part

lists the new vocabula y words and suggests ways
of introducing them*

It also suggests a purpose

«*■

for reading the story.
The part called 11 extending skills and abilities”
was used by 33 per cent of the teachers.

This part of

the lesson varies considerably depending upon the
skills taught at that grade level.
"Reading and discussion” was used by 27 per cent
of the teachers.

This pa't suggests questions to

check the children’s comprehension.
Only 9 per cent of the teachers use the part
called "extending interests".

Here a e suggestions

for outside reading as well as projects and activities
which may bn carried on by the children*
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Below are listed the reasons checked by teachers
foj> not using the guidebook in the orde * of their
frequency:
1)

Not time to do all the things suggested when
have three or four groups - 50 pe:~ cent,

2)

Classroom teacher botte able to provide for
needs of her group - 27 per cent,

3)

iftijoy using own ideas to make lessons
interesting - 27 per cent.

4)

Requires too much time to prepare lessons
when have three or four groups - 20 per cent*

5)

Includes too much material brighter children
already know - 20 per cent#

6)

Slow pace bores children - 17 per cent#

7)

Time involved cuts down on actual reading
time - 12 per cent#

8)

Includes much material which tends to confuse
slover children - 12 per cent#

9)

Provides too much technical material not
needed by the children - 10 per cent#

10)

No guidebook available for those not reading
on grade level.

11)

Suggestions too vague to be of value.

12)

If reading well taught in first three grades, it
would not be necessa y to spend that much time in
intermediate grades#

Many suggestions to improve the guidebook we e
given.

Some of these are:

1)

More tests on vocabulary.

2)

More stress on comprehension#

3)

More exercise on structional analysis.

4)

More exercise on phonetic analysis.

5)

More word games and puzzles included.

6)

More seatwork activities which could be
duplicated by the teacher.

7)

More suggestions for activiti s which
children could carry out on their own.

8)

More than one approach to sto y suggested so
children reading story later in year would t ve
some change.

9)

More suggestions for supplementary reading.

10)

Separate plans for fast, medium, and slow groups

11)

questions for discussion underlined so easier
to locate.

12)

Answers to questions included to save time.

13)

Lesson plan and story together to save
turning pages.

14)

Guidebook in loose-leaf binder so separate
pages could be used each day.

15)

Plans in outline form to save time in
reading#

16)

Larger print so easier to read#

QTMmm OF CHAPTER
Tliere was a J8*4 per cent return on the
questionnaires sent out*

Approximately 43 per

t

cent of the teachers use the guidebook*

No

conclusions could be dram to show that teachers of
certain grades or with certain educational background
use the guidebook more than any other group*

This

survey does show that teachers who use the guidebook
enjoy the teaching of reading more and are more
satisfied with the results of their reading program
than those \ho do not use it.

Children in classes

where the guidebook is used are stronger in independent
word analysis and in the locational skills*

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions of The Study,

This study has

shown that in classes where the guidebook is used the
teacher is more satisfied with the results of the
reading program.

Sixty-seven per cent of the

teachers who use the guidebook stated that the
children In their classes were strong in independent
word analysis while in classes where it was not used
only fifty per cent made that statement.

The children

were also stronger in the locational skills where
the guidebook was used#
Future of The Guidebooks.

This study has shown

that 43.2 per cent of the teachers today are using the
guidebook#

It is believed that this is a much

higher percentage than in the past#

The publishing

companies a 'c constantly revising these guides to
mako them mo e complete and easier to follow.

As

they are improved it seems safe to assume that more
and mo e teache s will be taking advantage

of them#

Possibilit?/ for Further Study#

In determining

the value of the guidebook in this study, the opinion
of the toache s was the only criteria on which to
judge the achievements

of the children*

In order to

get a true picture of the value of following the
guidebook, standardized reading achievement tests could
be given to a great many children#

Only by checking

the results of a great many tests and comparing these
results with the teaching procedure, could a true
picture of the situation be obtained#

APPENDIX

APPENDIX A

Dear

:

I am conducting a survey to determine
how widely used the guidebook is in the
teaching of reading. This survey is to be
used as partial fulfillment of the require¬
ments for a Maste of Science degree at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts.
As this survey is to be used to determine
the value of the guidebook to the ave age
class oom teache- and is not in any way
intended to check the integrity of the teacher,
I p efe ' to have it rotu ned to me unsigned in
the self-addressed envelope.
t

I am since ely grateful to you for your
help in this survey.
Yours very truly,

(Miss) Margaret E. Sullivan
Enclosures

APPENDIX B
The Questionnaire
1#

What grade o • grades a ie you now teaching?
—.»

-9

--- 9

2•

Teaching cxpe ience (check one)
First Year
L ~7
Two to five years
/,
/
Six to ten years
L.A
More than ten years / A

3*

ijducational backg oimd (check one)
Normal School /
7
BA or B3 (in education) /
/
BA or BS (other than education) /
7
_
BA or BS (other than education plus education courses /
7
Six years or Masters ZZ7
~
Other (explain)
/
/

4.

Do you en.ioy teaching reading?
Yes ZZ7
No ZZ7

5.

Are you on the whole satisfied with the results of your
reading p apgram?
Yes m
No /
7

6. If you are a teacher of grade two or above, are your students
strong in independent word analysis (ability to at ack
new words)?
Yes ZZ7
No CU
7#

If you are a teacher of g^ade four, five, or six, are your
students strong in the locational skills (use of dictionary,
encyclopedia, index, etc.)?
Yes* £-7
No Z_7

8.

Do you find it necessary to group children for reading
instruction?
Yes /
7
No

9#

How many groups do you usually have in reading?
One
/
7

Two
/
Three /
Four /

.

10

/
/
/

More than four

/"""" 7 (Plmse insert number used)

Are all your groups using the same basic reading series
(different levels)?
_
Yes /
7
No /
7

11.

Do you believe that it is necessary to follow the
teaches* guidebook in the teaching of reading?
Always /
/ Sometimes /
/ Never /
/

12.

Perhaps you feel that it is necessary to follow the
guidebook for some ofj£our reading g-oups?
Superior pupils /7
Average pupils
7^ 7
Slow pupils
7
7

13.

Perhaps you do refer to the guidebook for help in some
steps in the reading lesson:
a) Do you use the section called preparation for
reading (story background, vocabulary, sets up
purpose for reading story;?
Always
Frequently /
/
Rarely
Never
/
7
b) Do you use the section called reading and discussion
(presents questions to ask during silent reading find
gives suggestions for discussion following the reading)?
Always
Frequently 7
7
Rarely
/ , j/
Never
/
/

4=2

c) Do you use the s ction called extending skills and
abilities (lessons in phonetic and stnictual analysis,
finding lines to prove statements, recognizing
figurative language, etc.)?
Always
/
7
Frequently 7
7
Rarely
/
/
Never
/
/
d) Do you use the section called extending interests
(gives suggestions for reading and listening to stories
not found in basic reader)?
Always
/
7
Frequently 7
7
Barely
7
7
Never
7
/
14.

If you do not now feel it necessary to follow the guide¬
book. was there a time when vou did use it?
tes
No

ZZ7

ZZ7

51

52
15,

If you ans\/ered question (l1*) in the affirmative after
how many years experience did you feel you no longer
needed the help of the guidebook?

16*

Which of the following teachers, in your estimation,
should use the guidebook?
Inexperienced teachers
/
7
Teachers of Primary grades 7
7
t_
Teachers with liberal a ts background ZZ7
/J.1 teachers
/
7

17.

Teachers who do not use the guidebook mention the following
reasonsj
(Check the reasons you conside valid),
a) The time involved cuts down on time spent in
actual reading /
7

18,

b)

There is not time to do eve y thing suggested
with three or four reading groups 7
7

c)

Going through the book at this slow pace bores
child en - They lose inte est in reading /
7

d)

The classroom teacher knows the needs of her group
and can p ovide for that need much more efficiently //

e)

The guidebook provides too much technical material
not needed by children ZZ7

f)

Too much time would he spent in preparing lessons
if the guidebook were used for ail groups 7
7

g)

Snjoy using own ideas (makes lessons more
interesting) zn7

h)

Includes too much material brighte
already know 7
7

i)

Includes too much mate ial which tends to confuse
the slower children
7

3)

(Other)

children

>ihat changes would you recommend in the 'guidebook to make
it more useful to you?

APPENDIX C
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South Street
Belchertown, Mass*
December 29, 1955

Supe'intendent of Schools
_i Massachusetts

Dear Sir*
As part of the requirements for my
Maste? of Science degre at the University
of Massachusetts, I am making a survey on
the use of the guidebook in the teaching
of reading*
I would appreciate it ve *y much if
you would give these questionnaires to
teachers of* grades one through six in your
system*
Thank you very much for your help*
Sincerely yours,

(Miss) Margaret 3* Sullivan

APPENDIX D
LETTER TO PUBLISHERS

South Street
Belchertown, Massachusetts

Educational Consultant
Publishing Company
Dear Sirs
As partial fulfillment of the requirements for a
Master of Science degree at the University of Massachusetts,
I am conducting a survey to determine how widely used and
closely followed is the guidebook in the teaching of read¬
ing*
In conducting this survey, many questions have come
up which I feel you may be able to answers
1) Has your company done any research to determine
the value of the guidebook?
2) How important does your company feel the guide¬
book is in the selling of your particular reading
series?
3) Do you have any information on the approximate
cost of producing this guidebook?
i

4) Is there any information available on the history
of the guidebook in connection with your reading series?
I id.ll appreciate any help you can give me in this
matter. Your company will be acknowledged in my report.
Sincerely yours,

(Miss) Margaret E. Sullivan
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